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"CTUSBDU ɩJT QBQFS QSFTFOUT UIF QSF
MJNJOBSZ EFTJHO PG UIF JOUFSOBUJPOBM TQBDF NJT
TJPO )&$"5& 	)VNBO &YQMPSBUJPO PG $JTMVOBS
TQBDF WJB "TTFUT 5FMFPQFSBUFE GSPN &.-

BJNFE BU FYQMPSJOH UIF GBS TJEF PG UIF .PPO WJB
UFMFSPCPUJD BDUJWJUJFT EVSJOH UIF T ɩF FYQMP
SBUJPO JT SFBMJ[FE CZ BTUSPOBVUT GSPN )01& 	)V
NBO 0SCJUJOH 1SPUFDUFE &OWJSPONFOU
 B TQBDF
IBCJUBU JO B IBMP PSCJU BSPVOE UIF &BSUI.PPO -B
HSBOHF 1PJOU  B DSJUJDBM TUBHJOH MPDBUJPO GPS GV
UVSF SPCPUJD BOE IVNBO EFFQ TQBDF NJTTJPOT *O
TJEF UIF IBCJUBU BTUSPOBVUT IBWF BDDFTT UP UFMF
SPCPUJD IBSEXBSF BOE JOTUSVNFOUT VTFE UP UFMF
PQFSBUF SPWFST BOE TDJFOUJmD FRVJQNFOU PO UIF TVS
GBDF PG UIF .PPO 1MBOT UP SFTVQQMZ BOE NBJOUBJO
)01& GPS GVUVSF NJTTJPOT VTJOH B TPMBS FMFDUSJD
$PSSFTQPOEJOH BVUIPS &NBJM NBSJMFOBEJDBSMP!TUSBUIBDVL
UVH BSF HJWFO 6MUJNBUFMZ )01& SFQSFTFOUT BO
FOFSHFUJDBMMZ GBWPSBCMF JOUFSNFEJBUF MPDBUJPOT GPS
NJTTJPOT UP .BST /FBS&BSUI "TUFSPJET BOE CF
ZPOE
 *OUSPEVDUJPO
ɩF OFYU HJBOU MFBQ GPS NBOLJOE JT B MPOHEVSBUJPO NJT
TJPO UP UIF .PPO ɩJT NJTTJPO EPFT OPU POMZ BEESFTT
QSJPSJUZ MVOBS TDJFODF PCKFDUJWFT CVU JU BMTP SFQSFTFOUT B
NJMFTUPOF UPXBSET UIF FYQMPSBUJPO UP GBSUIFS QMBOFUT "
LFZ FMFNFOU PG UIJT GVUVSF NJTTJPO JT UIF QBSUOFSTIJQ PG
IVNBO BOE SPCPUJD DPNQPOFOUT BT XFMM BT UFMFQSFTFODF
UIF UFMFPQFSBUJPO PG SPCPUJD BTTFUT PO UIF MVOBS TVSGBDF
CZ BTUSPOBVUT JO PSCJU JO DJTMVOBS TQBDF 5FMFQSFTFODF
DPVME TJHOJmDBOUMZ FOIBODF UIF BCJMJUZ PG IVNBOT BOE
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   %J $BSMP FU BM
SPCPUT UP FYQMPSF UPHFUIFS BMMPXJOH JO UIF GVUVSF UIF
FYQMPSBUJPO PG UIF NPTU DIBMMFOHJOH MPDBUJPOT JO UIF 4P
MBS 4ZTUFN BOE QSFQBSJOH TVTUBJOBCMF FYQMPSBUJPO VTJOH
MPDBM SFTPVSDFT BT PVUMJOFE JO UIF (MPCBM &YQMPSBUJPO
3PBENBQ <>
*O UIF DPOUFYU PG B GVUVSF IVNBOSPCPU QBSUOFSTIJQ
GPS GVUVSF TQBDF NJTTJPOT UIF &VSPQFBO 4QBDF "HFODZ
IBT EFmOFE UIF )VNBO&OIBODFE 3PCPUJD "SDIJUFD
UVSF BOE $BQBCJMJUZ GPS -VOBS &YQMPSBUJPO BOE 4DJFODF
	)&3"$-&4
 BT B GSBNF GPS NVMUJQMF JOUFSOBUJPOBM
TQBDF BHFODJFT UP TUVEZ BOE EFmOF BO BSDIJUFDUVSF GPS
MVOBS FYQMPSBUJPO <>
0G QSJNBSZ JNQPSUBODF GPS B MPOHEVSBUJPO NJTTJPO
UP UIF .PPO CBTFE PO IVNBOSPCPUJD JOUFSBDUJPO JT
UIF EFTJHO PG B TUBCMF BOE TBGF IBCJUBU XIFSF BTUSPOBVUT
DBO PQFSBUF JOTUSVNFOUT BOE FRVJQNFOU GPS UIF UFMF
PQFSBUJPOT PG UIF BTTFUT PO UIF HSPVOE
ɩJT QBQFS QSFTFOUT B IVNBO NJTTJPO GPS UIF UFMF
SPCPUJD FYQMPSBUJPO PG UIF GBS TJEF PG UIF .PPO
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 GPDVTJOH JO QBSUJD
VMBS PO UIF EFTJHO PG UIF TQBDF IBCJUBU
 .JTTJPO 0WFSWJFX
.JTTJPO )&$"5& EFMJWFST B IBCJUBU 	)01& )VNBO
0SCJUJOH 1SPUFDUFE &OWJSPONFOU
 JO B IBMP PSCJU BSPVOE
UIF TFDPOE &BSUI.PPO -BHSBOHJBO QPJOU 	&.-

EVSJOH UIF ZFBST  UP IFMQ B DSFX PG UISFF BT
USPOBVUT
 QFSGPSN UFMFSPCPUJD FYQMPSBUJPO PO UIF MVOBS TVS
GBDF
 DPOEVDU IVNBOBTTJTUFE TDJFOUJmD FYQFSJNFOU BOE
TBNQMF SFUVSO PG MVOBS TVSGBDF NBUFSJBM
 SFBMJ[F % QSJOUJOH
 EFQMPZ BOE UFTU DPNQPOFOUT PG B MPX GSFRVFODZ
UFMFTDPQF
 FYFDVUF TJUF SFDPOOBJTTBODF GPS GVUVSF IVNBO FY
QMPSBUJPO PG UIF .PPO
)01& DBO BMTP CF VUJMJ[FE BT B QMBUGPSN GPS GVUVSF EFFQ
TQBDF FYQMPSBUJPO ɩF NJTTJPO UJNFMJOF JT TVNNBSJ[FE
JO 5BCMF 
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JT MBVODIFE GSPN ,FOOFEZ 4QBDF $FOUFS VTJOH B 'BM
DPO )FBWZ MBVODIFS <> ɩF VQQFS TUBHF PG UIF 'BMDPO
)FBWZ QFSGPSNT UIF OFDFTTBSZ NBOFVWFS UP JOKFDU UIF
NPEVMF JOUP B 8FBL 4UBCJMJUZ #PVOEBSZ 	84#
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UPSZ <> "GUFS  NPOUIT GSPN MBVODI #SBWF JT TDIFE
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 $PNQBOJPO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$PNQBOJPO  NPOUIT UP BSSJWF BU EFTUJOBUJPO VTJOH B
84# USBOTGFS #SBWF BOE $PNQBOJPO BSF FYQFDUFE UP
QFSGPSN UIF OFDFTTBSZ SFOEF[WPVT BOE EPDLJOH QSPDF
EVSFT BVUPOPNPVTMZ 6OUJM UIF DSFX BSSJWFT )01& SF
NBJOT EPSNBOU FYDFQU GPS TUBOEBSE PQFSBUJPOBM DIFDLT
*O 'FCSVBSZ  BO 4-4 #MPDL # 	DBSHP
 DBSSJFT B
#JHFMPX # JOnBUBCMF NPEVMF <> 5PSUVHB GPMMPXJOH
B TJNJMBS USBKFDUPSZ UP UIPTF PG #SBWF BOE $PNQBOJPO
*O .BSDI  B 'BMDPO )FBWZ JT VTFE UP EFMJWFS B
TFU PG MVOBS SPCPUJD BTTFUT UP UIF TVSGBDF PG UIF .PPO
WJB B EJSFDU USBOTGFS ɩF QBZMPBE PG 'BMDPO )FBWZ DPO
TJTUT PG UISFF MBOEFST -B /J×B -B 1JOUB BOE -B 4BOUB
.BSJB 	4FDUJPO 
 DBSSZJOH B UPUBM PG GPVS SPWFST UP UISFF
EJĊFSFOU MPDBUJPOT PO UIF GBS TJEF PG UIF .PPO ɩF
SPWFST BSF .FTTBHHFSP 	B IVNBOPJE SPWFS
 0LUBHPO 
BOE 0LUBHPO  	UXP XIFFMFE SPWFST
 BOE /P[PNJ 	B
SPWFS XJUI % QSJOUJOH DBQBCJMJUJFT
 PS i.00/w GPS
TIPSU 	4FDUJPO 

*O "QSJM  B DSFX PG  BTUSPOBVUT EFQBSUT GSPN
,FOOFEZ 4QBDF $FOUFS PO CPBSE PG UIF 0SJPO .VMUJ
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 CZ UIF /"4" 4-4 #MPDL  #
ɩJT MBVODI WFIJDMF JT BTTVNFE nJHIU QSPWFO BU UIF QSP
QPTFE MBVODI EBUF ɩF VQQFS TUBHF PG UIF #MPDL  #
QFSGPSNT UIF 5SBOTMVOBS *OKFDUJPO 	5-*
 TVDI UIBU UIF
DSFX WFIJDMF JT QMBDFE JO B QSPHSBEF MVOBS nZCZ USBKFD
UPSZ 6QPO BSSJWBM BU B MVOBS BMUJUVEF PG BQQSPYJNBUFMZ
 LN B QSPQVMTJWF NBOFVWFS JT QFSGPSNFE BOE UIF
DSFX WFIJDMF JT QMBDFE PO B USBKFDUPSZ UP SFBDI UIF TUB
UJPO 6QPO BSSJWBM BU )01& BQQSPYJNBUFMZ  EBZT
BGUFS MBVODI BO PSCJU JOKFDUJPO NBOFVWFS JT QFSGPSNFE
4VDDFTTJWFMZ 0SJPO EPDLT UP )01& BOE UIF BTUSPOBVUT
BTTJTU XJUI UIF SFOEF[WPVT EPDLJOH BOE JOnBUJPO PG 5PS
UVHB
ɩF BTUSPOBVUT BSSJWF BU )01&  EBZT CFGPSF UIF CF
HJOOJOH PG UIF EBZT MPOH MVOBS EBZ BOE B UPUBM PG 
EBZT BSF BWBJMBCMF UP QFSGPSN UIF OFDFTTBSZ PQFSBUJPOT PO
UIF .PPO BOE UIF TDJFOUJmD FYQFSJNFOUT PO UIF TQBDF
TUBUJPO ɩF DSFX QFSGPSNT UFMFPQFSBUFE BDUJWJUJFT PO
UIF TVSGBDF PG UIF .PPO VUJMJ[JOH UIF i.00/w SPWFST
BOE UIF IBSEXBSF EFTDSJCFE JO 4FDUJPO  "MM UIF BDUJW
JUJFT BDDPNQMJTI VOJRVF HPBMT UIBOLT UP UIF FYQMPJUBUJPO
PG UIF IVNBOSPCPUJD QBSUOFSTIJQ CFUXFFO BTUSPOBVUT
BOE BTTFUT PO UIF MVOBS TVSGBDF 1SFQMBOOFE BDUJWJUJFT
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5ĒēĝĖ Ǻ 4VNNBSZ PG )&$"5&T MBVODI TFRVFODF
MJLF USBWFSTF SPVUF GPS UIF SPWFST BSF BWBJMBCMF )PXFWFS
CBTFE PO UIF PCTFSWBUJPOT BOE SFTVMUT PCUBJOFE EVSJOH
UIF PQFSBUJPOT BOE JO DPPSEJOBUJPO XJUI UIF .JTTJPO
$POUSPM $FOUFS UIF DSFX IBT UIF QPTTJCJMJUZ UP NPEJGZ
UIPTF QMBO JO PSEFS UP BDDPNQMJTI UIF TDJFOUJmD PCKFD
UJWFT 	4FDUJPO 

"GUFS UIF DSFX IBT TQFOU  EBZT PO CPBSE PG )01&
0SJPO VOEPDLT GSPN UIF TQBDF TUBUJPO CFHJOOJOH JUT
KPVSOFZ CBDL UP &BSUI *O +VOF  0SJPO BSSJWFT BU
&BSUI SFFOUFST UIF BUNPTQIFSF BOE TQMBTIFT EPXO JO
UIF 1BDJmD 0DFBO
)01& JT MFGU PQFSBUJPOBM JO &.- BOE LFQU BWBJM
BCMF GPS VTF GPS GVUVSF FYQMPSBUJPO BOE UFDIOPMPHZ
EFNPOTUSBUJPO NJTTJPOT "T EFTDSJCFE JO 4FDUJPO 
TVTUBJOBCMF QMBOT UP SFTVQQMZ )01& IBWF CFFO MBJE
PVU )01&T DBQBCJMJUJFT UP CF NPEVMBS BOE FYQBOEBCMF
DPNCJOFE XJUI JUT IJHIMZ &BSUI.PPO FOFSHFUJD PSCJUBM
MPDBUJPO HJWF UIF TUBUJPO UIF QPUFOUJBM UP CFDPNF B iSF
GVFMJOH EFQPUw GPS NJTTJPOT IFBEJOH CFZPOE UIF &BSUIT
TQIFSF PG JOnVFODF 'VSUIFSNPSF )01& SFQSFTFOUT B
TBGF IBWFO CFUXFFO -&0 BOE EFFQ TQBDF JU SFQSFTFOUT
BO PSCJUJOH JOGSBTUSVDUVSF BDDFTTJCMF UP IVNBOT UP QFS
GPSN FYQFSJNFOUT PO TBNQMF SFUVSOT GSPN WBSJPVT DF
MFTUJBM CPEJFT 	TVDI BT .BST BOE &VSPQB
 UP FOTVSF UIBU
QMBOFUBSZ QSPUFDUJPO QSPDFEVSFT BSF SFTQFDUFE
 .JTTJPO "OBMZTJT
ɩF ∆V BOE UJNF PG nJHIU SFRVJSFE GPS FBDI USBOTGFS PG
5BCMF  BSF TVNNBSJ[FE JO 5BCMF 
ɩF EFQBSUVSF EBUFT BSF DIPTFO TP BT UP NJOJNJ[F UIF
∆V SFRVJSFE UP SFBMJ[F FBDI USBOTGFS BOE UBLJOH JOUP
BDDPVOU FDMJQTF DPOEJUJPO JO &.- BOE JMMVNJOBUJPO
DPOEJUJPOT PG UIF GBS TJEF PG UIF .PPO <>
ɩF DIPTFO PSCJU GPS )01& JT B IBMP PSCJU BSPVOE
&.- XJUI Az BNQMJUVEF PG  LN <> ɩJT PS
CJU IBT BO PSCJUBM QFSJPE PG BQQSPYJNBUFMZ  EBZT BOE
QSPWJEFT B QFSNBOFOU DPNNVOJDBUJPO MJOL XJUI &BSUI
.PSFPWFS UIF PSCJU PG DIPJDF BMMPXT DPOUJOVPVT DPWFS
BHF PG UIF MVOBS GBS TJEF TVSGBDF XIJDI HSFBUMZ GBDJMJUBUFT
UIF UFMFSPCPUJD PQFSBUJPOT QFSGPSNFE CZ UIF DSFX XIFO
PO )01& *O PSEFS UP NBJOUBJO )01& JO &.- B
TUBUJPO LFFQJOH DPOUSPM JT SFRVJSFE UISPVHIPVU UIF FOUJSF
NJTTJPO EVSBUJPO ɩF ∆V OFFEFE GPS TUBUJPO LFFQJOH JT
BQQSPYJNBUFMZ  NT QFS ZFBS <> SFTVMUJOH JO  LH
PG QSPQFMMBOU SFRVJSFE GPS UIF "UUJUVEF BOE 0SCJU $PO
USPM 4ZTUFN 	"0$4
 QFS ZFBS GPS UIF DPOTJEFSFE NBTT PG
)01& 	4FDUJPO 
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)01& JT QMBOOFE UP CF SFTVQQMJFE XJUI QSPQFMMBOU
BOE DBSHP VTJOH B SFVTBCMF UVH FRVJQQFEXJUI 4PMBS &MFD
USJD 1SPQVMTJPO 	4&1
 ɩF UVH QFSGPSNT B USBOTGFS CF
UXFFO B (FPTUBUJPOBSZ &RVBUPSJBM 0SCJU 	(&0
 BOE
&.- <> " NPEVMF JT SFRVJSFE UP EFMJWFS UIF DBSHP
UP (&0 XIFSF UIF UVH EPDLT XJUI JU BOE USBOTGFST UP
UIF TUBUJPO ɩF JOJUJBM MBVODI PG UIF UVH XJUI UIF DBSHP
JT HPJOH UP CF EPOF BT BO BVYJMJBSZ QBZMPBE PG BO "SJBOF
 MBVODI JO (FPTUBUJPOBSZ 5SBOTGFS 0SCJU 	(50
 <>
ɩF FMFDUSJD FOHJOF JT UIFO VTFE UP NPWF UIF DBSHP UP
&.- ɩF UISVTU DPOTJEFSFE GPS UIF FMFDUSJD FOHJOF
JT T = 0.6 / BOE UIF TQFDJmD JNQVMTF JT Isp = 2800 T
5BCMF  EFTDSJCFT ∆V  NBTT BOE UJNF PG nJHIU GPS FBDI
QIBTF PG UIF USBOTGFS DPOTJEFSJOH BO JOJUJBM NBTT JO (50
PG  LH BOE  LH PG DBSHP EFMJWFSFE UP )01&
ɩF UPUBM SFTVQQMZ NJTTJPO GSPN (&0 UP &.- BOE
CBDL UP (&0 UBLFT  EBZT
 4QBDF 4UBUJPO
" TQBDF TUBUJPO JO DJTMVOBS TQBDF JT GVOEBNFOUBM OPU
POMZ UP SFBMJ[F UFMFSPCPUJD FYQMPSBUJPO PG UIF .PPO CVU
BMTP UP TVQQPSU NBOZ BEEJUJPOBM BDUJWJUJFT HBUIFSJOH PG
SFTPVSDFT JOPSCJU TFSWJDJOH GPS EFFQ TQBDF EFTUJOBUJPOT
TVDI BT .BST BOE TUVEZ BOE EFWFMPQNFOU PG OFX UFDI
OPMPHJFT GPS GVUVSF TQBDF FYQMPSBUJPO
'PS NJTTJPO )&$"5& UIF IBCJUBU )01& IBWF B
NPEVMBS FYQBOEBCMF BOE WFSTBUJMF EFTJHO DBQBCMF PG
TBUJTGZJOH UXP NBKPS TDJFOUJmD SFRVFTUT &OIBODFNFOU
PG .PPO &YQMPSBUJPO 	&.&
 BOE 'VOEBNFOUBM %FFQ
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5SBOTGFS UZQF ∆V <NT> 	POF XBZ
 5P' <EBZT>
%JSFDU USBOTGFS  
-VOBS 'MZCZ 	-'#
 USBOTGFS  
8FBL 4UBCJMJUZ #PVOEBSZ 	84#
  
-VOBS TVSGBDF UP &.-  
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5ĒēĝĖ ǻ &BSUI UP &.- IBMP USBOTGFST
5SBOTGFS m0 ∆v 5P' mfuel mf
<LH> <LNT> <EBZT> <LH> <LH>
(50  (&0     
(&0  &.-     
&.-  (&0     
5ĒēĝĖ Ǽ %BUB GPS )01&T SFTVQQMZ VTJOH 4&1m0 JT UIF JOJUJBM NBTTmfuel JT UIF QSPQFMMBOU NBTT BOEmf JT UIF mOBM NBTT
4QBDF 3FTFBSDI 	'%43

*O UFSNT PG &.& UIF TQBDF TUBUJPO IBT CFFO EFTJHOFE
UP GVMmMM UIF GPMMPXJOH UBTLT
 1SPWJEF B TUBCMF BOE SFMJBCMF QMBUGPSN GPS MPX
MBUFODZ UFMFSPCPUJD DPOUSPM PG UIF MVOBS SPWFST BOE
TVSGBDF FRVJQNFOU ɩF TIPSU EJTUBODF CFUXFFO UIF
TQBDF TUBUJPO BOE UIF MVOBS TVSGBDF QFSNJUT B DMPTF
UP SFBM UJNF PQFSBUJPO XJUI DPOUSPM MBUFODJFT PG
BSPVOE  NT <> ɩF MPX MBUFODZ UJNF BMMPXT
UP DPOEVDU TBNQMF FYBNJOBUJPO BOE TPJM PQFSBUJPO
JO BO BDDVSBUF SPCVTU BOE UJNF FċDJFOU XBZ NBY
JNJ[JOH UIF FĊFDUJWFOFTT PG UIF NJTTJPO
 4JNQMJGZ BOE JODSFBTF UIF SFMJBCJMJUZ PG NVMUJQMF
TBNQMF SFUVSOT UP UIF TQBDF TUBUJPO 4DJFOUJmD FY
QFSJNFOUT PO UIF TBNQMFT DPMMFDUFE PO UIF TVSGBDF
PG UIF .PPO BSF QFSGPSNFE EJSFDUMZ PO UIF TUBUJPO
SBUIFS UIBO TFOEJOH UIF TBNQMFT CBDL UP &BSUI
ɩJT BTQFDU JT DSVDJBM GPS BO FYUFOTJWF TDJFOUJmD SF
TFBSDI PG JNQPSUBOU DPNQPVOET JO UIF MVOBS TPJM
.PSFPWFS UIF TBNQMF SFUVSO UP UIF TQBDF TUBUJPO JT
SFNBSLBCMZ MFTT FYQFOTJWF UIBO B EJSFDU SFUVSO UP UIF
&BSUI XIJDI JOUSPEVDFT MJNJUBUJPOT BOE EJċDVMUJFT
EVF UP UIF SFFOUSZ QIBTF <>
"T SFHBSET UIF '%43 UIF NPTU JNQPSUBOU BTQFDUT BSF
 )01& SFQSFTFOUT B EFFQ TQBDF SBEJBUJPO MBCP
SBUPSZ XIFSF TQBDF NFEJDJOF FYQFSJNFOUT TVDI
BT "-5&" <> DBO CF QFSGPSNFE .PSFPWFS
)01& BMMPXT UP EFWFMPQ RVBMJGZ BOE JNQSPWF OFX
NBUFSJBMT BOE TUSBUFHJFT GPS EFFQ TQBDF SBEJBUJPO
QSPUFDUJPO
 )01& BMMPXT UP JOWFTUJHBUF BOE UFTU OFX TPMVUJPOT
GPS NVMUJGVODUJPOBM NBUFSJBMT GPS TQBDF FOWJSPO
NFOU EFTJHO ɩJT DMBTT PG OFX NBUFSJBMT QSPWJEFT
FċDJFOU TUSVDUVSBM UIFSNBM BOE SBEJBUJPO QSPUFD
UJPO DBQBCJMJUJFT <>
)01& JT DPNQPTFE PG UISFF NPEVMFT #SBWF $PNQBO
JPO BOE 5PSUVHB 	'JHVSF 

#SBWF BOE $PNQBOJPO QSPWJEF BO JOJUJBM DPNCJOFE
GSFF WPMVNF PG  N3 UIBU JT B WPMVNF QFS BTUSPOBVU
PG  N3 ɩJT JT EPVCMF UIF NJOJNVN WBMVF JNQPTFE
CZ UIF /"4" 4UBOEBSE  <> ɩF mOBM DPOmHVSB
UJPO 	#SBWF $PNQBOJPO BOE 5PSUSVHB
 QSPWJEFT BO JO
UFSOBM WPMVNF PG N3 UIBOLT UP UIF VTF PG UIF #JHFMPX




" SFQSFTFOUBUJPO PG #SBWF JT HJWFO JO 'JHVSF   #SBWF
JT CBTFE PO BO BEBQUFE DSZPHFOJD DPNQPTJUF GVFM UBOL
EFWFMPQFE CZ /"4" BOE #PFJOH ɩJT TUSBUFHZ IBT
CFFO BEPQUFE JO UIF QBTU GPS UIF 4LZMBC NJTTJPO UIBU
VTFE B DPOWFSUFE 4BUVSO 7 QSPQFMMBOU UBOL BT B IBCJUBCMF
TQBDF TUBUJPO <> 6TJOH UIJT TUSVDUVSF IBT EJĊFSFOU
BEWBOUBHFT JU JT BMSFBEZ MBVODI RVBMJmFE JU QSPWJEFT B
DPOTJEFSBCMF BNPVOU PG IBCJUBCMF WPMVNF JU JT DBQBCMF
PG XJUITUBOEJOH UIF JOUFSOBM QSFTTVSF OFDFTTBSZ GPS
NBOOFE NJTTJPOT BOE JU IBT B SFMBUJWFMZ MPX DPTU <>
#SBWF JT CBTFE PO UIF NPTU SFDFOU BEWBODFNFOU JO
$PNQPTJUF $SZPUBOL 5FDIOPMPHZ XIJDI BMMPXT B
TUSVDUVSBM NBTT PG  LH BOE B 5FDIOPMPHZ 3FBEJOFTT
-FWFM 	53-
 PG  < > #SBWF IBT B UPUBM MFOHUI PG
 NFUFST BOE B EJBNFUFS PG  NFUFST XJUI BO JOUFSOBM
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'ĚĘĦģĖ Ǻ )01& TQBDF TUBUJPO
WPMVNF DBQBCMF PG IPVTJOH NBOZ DSVDJBM TVCTZTUFNT
ɩF UPUBM MBVODI NBTT JT PG  LH <> #SBWF JT
QSPWJEFE XJUI B MPX JNQBDU EPDLJOH QPSU XIFSF 0SJPO
DBO EPDL UP BT XFMM BT B NPEVMF BEBQUFS GPS GVSUIFS
FYQBOTJPO PG UIF TUBUJPO
*O &.- QBSUJDVMBS BUUFOUJPO IBT UP CF QBJE UP
UIF SBEJBUJPO QSPUFDUJPO "O BDDVSBUF EFTJHO PG UIF
SBEJBUJPO TIJFME IBT CFFO QFSGPSNFE GPS #SBWF EVF
UP JUT QFDVMJBS TUSVDUVSF JO DPNQPTJUF NBUFSJBM ɩF
BNPVOU PG SBEJBUJPO BCTPSCFE JO JOUFSQMBOFUBSZ TQBDF JT
PWFS  L4W QFS ZFBS ɩF /"4" TUBOEBSE TUBUFT UIBU B
NBYJNVN PG  4W BOE  4W DBO CF BCTPSCFE EVSJOH
UIF FOUJSF BTUSPOBVU MJGF CZ GFNBMF BOE NBMF SFTQFDUJWFMZ
" EFTJHO DPOTUSBJOU IBT CFFO mYFE UP B UPUBM SBEJBUJPO
MFWFM PG  4W QFS ZFBS $BSFGVM NBUFSJBM TFMFDUJPO BOE
TUSVDUVSF EFTJHO JT SFRVJSFE UP NFFU UIJT DPOTUSBJOU
'PS UIJT QVSQPTF B EFUBJMFE DBNQBJHO PG BOBMZTFT IBT
CFFO QFSGPSNFE VTJOH &4" 4QFOWJT UPPM <> *O
PSEFS UP CF DPOTFSWBUJWF BHBJOTU UIF HSFBU BNPVOU PG
VODFSUBJOUJFT B XPSTU DBTF TDFOBSJP JT TJNVMBUFE "
QFSJPE PG NBYJNVN TPMBS BDUJWJUZ JT TFMFDUFE BOE UIF
SBEJBUJPO EPTF JT DPNQVUFE VTJOH JTPUPQJD QBSUJDMFT
TPVSDF BOE JTPUSPQJD TIJFME
ɩF FYUFSOBM NBJO TUSVDUVSF PG #SBWF JT DPNQPTFE PG
B #PFJOH 'MVUFE $PSF 4BOEXJDI XBMM <> 8JUIPVU
BOZ BEEJUJPOBM QSPUFDUJPO UIF SBEJBUJPO EPTF QFS ZFBS
XPVME CF BQQSPYJNBUFMZ  4W XIJDI JT VOTBUJTGBDUPSZ
'VSUIFSNPSF UIF TUSVDUVSF NVTU CF QSPUFDUFE BMTP CZ
UIF QPTTJCMF UISFBU PG NJDSPNFUFPSJUFT
ɩF EFCSJT TIJFME JT NBEF CZ B MBZVQ PG /FYUFM BOE
,FWMBS GPS B UPUBM UIJDLOFTT PG  NN /FYUFM JT B DFSBNJD
NBUFSJBM BOE IBT BMTP B HPPE DPOUFOU PG BMVNJOVN
XIJDI IBT CFFO FYQFDUFE UP GVSUIFS JODSFBTF UIF SBEJB
UJPO TIJFMEJOH QSPQFSUJFT *O PSEFS UP TMPX EPXO CPUI
TPMBS QBSUJDMFT BOE DPTNJD SBEJBUJPO MPX BUPNJD OVNCFS
NBUFSJBM NVTU CF VTFE <> ɩF JOUFSOBM FNQUZ WPMVNF
PG UIF TBOEXJDI BMMPXT UP JOUSPEVDF BO BEEJUJPOBM QSP
UFDUJPO NBEF CZ QPMZFUIZMFOF GPS NBYJNVN UIJDLOFTT
VQ UP  DN #Z QFSGPSNJOH B QBSBNFUSJD TUVEZ UIF
PQUJNBM SFTVMU IBT CFFO PCUBJOFE XJUI B UPUBM UIJDLOFTT
PG  DN *O UIF XPSTU DBTF TDFOBSJP B UPUBM PG  4W
QFS ZFBS BSF BCTPSCFE CZ UIF DSFX ɩF QSPUFDUJPO DPVME
CF GVSUIFS FOIBODFE VTJOH VQ UP  DN PG QPMZFUIZMFOF
GPBN )PXFWFS UIJT DPOmHVSBUJPO XPVME OPU BMMPX UIF
VTF PG UIF 'BMDPO )FBWZ MBVODIFS EVF UP QBZMPBE NBTT
MJNJUBUJPO NBLJOH UIF 4-4 UIF POMZ WJBCMF PQUJPO
'VSUIFS TUVEJFT JO UIJT mFME BSF SFRVJSFE JO PSEFS UP
EFMJWFS UIF TBGFTU BOE MJHIUFTU SBEJBUJPO QSPUFDUJPO GPS
UIF DSFX
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$PNQBOJPO JT UIF TQBDF TUBUJPO TFSWJDF NPEVMF 	'JHVSF
 BOE 'JHVSF 
 QSPWJEJOH UIF &OWJSPONFOU BOE $PO
USPM -JGF 4VQQPSU 4ZTUFN 	&$-44
 GPS VQ UP  DSFX
NFNCFST UIF UPJMFU TFSWJDF UIF FYFSDJTF NBDIJOFT GPS
UIF BTUSPOBVUT BOE BDDFTT UP EJĊFSFOU TQBDF TUBUJPO BS
FBT ɩF VTF PG BO JOnBUBCMF BJS MPDL CBTFE PO #&".
EFTJHO BMMPXT BTUSPOBVUT UP QFSGPSN &7"T <> $PN
QBOJPO JODMVEFT B $VQPMB XIFSF SPCPUJD PQFSBUJPO DBO
CF QFSGPSNFE VTJOH B SPCPUJD BSN CBTFE PO UIF EFTJHO
PG UIF *OUFSOBUJPOBM 4QBDF 4UBUJPO 	*44
 $BOBEBSN <>
PS UFMFPQFSBUJOH UIF SPWFST PO UIF MVOBS TVSGBDF $PN
QBOJPO JT EFTJHOFE UP CF BUUBDIFE UP UIF JOnBUBCMF BJS
MPDL GPS &7" UIF # JOnBUBCMF NPEVMF 	5PSUVHB
 BO
FNFSHFODZ 0SJPO DBQTVMF 	JG POF XFSF UP CF MBVODIFE
BOE VTFE CZ UIF DSFX
 BOE mOBMMZ B EPDLJOH IBUDI
XIFSF UIF MVOBS BTDFOU NPEVMF DBO EPDL ɩF TUSVDUVSF
PG $PNQBOJPO JT TJNJMBS UP UIBU PG UIF *44 /PEF <>
BO BEEJUJPOBM NBTT JT DPOTJEFSFE UP BEBQU JU UP UIF NJT
TJPO DPOTUSBJOU DPOTJEFSJOH BMTP UIF SBEJBUJPO QSPUFD
UJPO ɩF MJGUPĊ NBTT PG UIJT NPEVMF JT BQQSPYJNBUFMZ
27800 LH <>
 *OnBUBCMF .PEVMF # 	5PSUVHB

ɩF MBTU NPEVMF UP BSSJWF JO &.- JT UIF JOnBUBCMF
# GSPN UIF QSJWBUF DPNQBOZ #JHFMPX "FSPTQBDF
5PSUVHB 	'JHVSF 
 5PSUVHB IBT BO FTUJNBUFE NBTT PG
20000 LH GPS B UPUBM IBCJUBCMF WPMVNF PG  N3 <>
*U JT BTTVNFE UIBU UIF # UFDIOPMPHZ JT HPJOH UP CF
nJHIU QSPWFO JO  $VSSFOU mOEJOHT JOEJDBUF UIBU JO
nBUBCMF IBCJUBUT PĊFS HPPE MFWFMT PG QSPUFDUJPO GPS DSFX
GSPN CPUI SBEJBUJPO BOE NJDSPNFUFPSJUFT 5PSUVHB QSP
WJEFT BEEJUJPOBM TQBDF GPS NPSF DSFX NFNCFST TQBDF GPS
TDJFODF BOE FOHJOFFSJOH FYQFSJNFOUT BOE B EFEJDBUFE




ɩF JOUFSJPS EFTJHO PG )01& JT SFBMJ[FE BDDPSEJOH UP
/"4"45% 4QBDF 'MJHIU )VNBO4ZTUFN 4UBO
EBSE <> ɩF PSHBOJ[BUJPO PG UIF TQBDF 	WJDJOJUZ BOEPS
TFQBSBUJPO PG TQFDJmD BDUJWJUJFT
 JT EFTJHOFE UP FOTVSF UIF
XFMMCFJOH PG UIF DSFX NFNCFST UIFJS QIZTJDBM BOE QTZ
DIPMPHJDBM IFBMUI BOE UIF FċDJFOU USBOTJU CFUXFFO UIF
UISFF NPEVMFT 4UPSBHF SBDLT BSF EFTJHOFE CBTFE PO
*OUFSOBUJPOBM 4UBOEBSE 1BZMPBE 3BDLT <> ɩJT TUBO
EBSEJ[FE TZTUFN QSPWJEFT BO FBTZBSSBOHFE JOUFSJPS EF
TJHO BOE UIF BDDFTTJCJMJUZ UP FWFSZ FRVJQNFOU *O #SBWF
BOE $PNQBOJPO UIF SBDLT BSF MPDBUFE PO UIF GPVS TJEFT
PG UIF NPEVMFT DSFBUJOH B SFDUBOHVMBS GSFF TQBDF DPSF
ɩF JEFB PG DSFBUJOH BO BSUJmDJBM PSJFOUBUJPO JO PSEFS
UP QSPWJEF B WFSUJDBM GFFMJOH PG iVQw 	DFJMJOH
 BOE iEPXOi
	nPPS
 JT B NBJO HVJEFMJOF PG GVODUJPOBM JOUFSJPS QMBO
OJOH ɩJT TFOTBUJPO JT JODSFBTFE CZ MPDBUJOH UIF NBJO
BDUJWJUJFT TVDI BT XPSLJOH BOE FYFSDJTJOH BOE IZHJFOF
GBDJMJUJFT PO PQQPTJUF TJEFT PG UIF NPEVMFT UP HJWF B TFO
TBUJPO PG SJHIU BOE MFGU TQBDFT ɩF TQBDF PO UIF nPPS BOE
DFJMJOH JT VTFE GPS NFNCFSVTF TUPSBHF BOE TPNF BDDFTT
EFNBOEJOH FRVJQNFOU 	XBUFS PS BJS TVQQMZ

#SBWF ɩF JOUFSJPS EFTJHO PG #SBWF JT TIPXO JO 'JH
VSF  #SBWF JT EFTJHOFE GPS UIF QSJWBUF OFFET PG UIF
DSFX BOE GPS TPNF PG UIF HSPVQ BDUJWJUJFT "U UIF FOE
PG UIF NPEVMF 	XIJDI DPSSFTQPOET XJUI UIF FOE PG UIF
XIPMF TUBUJPO
 UIFSF BSF  RVBSUFST 	WPMVNF  N3
 GPS
FBDI BTUSPOBVU UIFZ BSF WJTJCMF PO UIF MFGUIBOE TJEF PG
'JHVSF  ɩFTF QSJWBUF BSFBT JODMVEF JOEJWJEVBM FRVJQ
NFOU BOE TUPSBHF BSFBT 	QFSTPOBM IZHJFOF TMFFQJOH CBH
MFJTVSF DMPUIJOH BOE QSJWBUF NFEJDBM DBSF
 "EEJUJPO
BMMZ UIFZ DBO CF VTFE BT TIFMUFST BHBJOTU 4PMBS 1BSUJDMF
&WFOUT ɩF SBEJBUJPO QSPUFDUJPO JT QSPWJEFE CZ FRVJQ
NFOU TVDI BT XBUFS UBOLT XBTUF UBOLT BOE TUPSBHF JUFNT
XIJDI BSF MPDBUFE OFYU UP QSJWBUF NPEVMFT
5P FOTVSF BO PQUJNBM BDPVTUJD JTPMBUJPO 	B CJH JTTVF GPS
NFOUBM IFBMUI
 UIF QSJWBUF RVBSUFST BSF TFQBSBUFE GSPN
UIF HBMMFZ BOE HSPVQBDUJWJUZ TQBDF CZ XBSESPPN XJUI
BEEJUJPOBM TUPXBHF BOE FRVJQNFOU TFDUPS ɩF DPNNPO
BSFB UBLFT NPTU PG UIF IBCJUBCMF WPMVNF 	PWFS  N3

ɩF HBMMFZ JT VTFE GPS EJOJOH HSPVQ NFFUJOH BOE TUBUJPO
PQFSBUJPOT DPOUSPM *U JT FRVJQQFE XJUI GPPE QSPDFTTJOH
TZTUFN XBUFS TVQQMZ BOE DPMMBQTJCMF GVSOJUVSF 8IFO
UIF HBMMFZ JT OPU JO VTF UIF NPCJMF GVSOJUVSF NJHIU CF
TIJGUFE UP DIBOHF UIF WPMVNF UP BO PQFO TQBDF " DPN
QMFNFOU UP UIJT XPSLJOH BSFB JT QSPWJEFE CZ DPNNVOJ
DBUJPO BOE DPOUSPM FRVJQNFOU MPDBUFE PO UXP PQQPTJUF
XBMMT ɩF HBMMFZ DPOUSJCVUFT UP UIF JOUFHSBUJPO PG UIF
DSFX NFNCFST UIBOLT UP UIF HSPVQ BOE XPSLJOH BDUJW
JUJFT
$PNQBOJPO ɩF JOUFSJPS EFTJHO PG $PNQBOJPO JT
CBTFE PO UIF *44 /PEF  5SBORVJMJUZ <> BOE JU JT
TIPXO JO 'JHVSF  4JNJMBSMZ UP #SBWF NPTU PG UIF
TUPSBHF BOE UFDIOJDBM DPOUSPM FRVJQNFOU BSF QMBDFE PO
UIF inPPSw BOE iDFJMJOHw PG UIF NPEVMF ɩF SFNBJOJOH
TQBDF PO FJUIFS TJEF PG UIF NPEVMF JT EFTJHOFE GPS FYFS
DJTF FRVJQNFOU BOE 8BTUF .BOBHFNFOU 4VQQMJFT ɩF
BDUJWJUJFT DPOOFDUFE XJUI UIFTF BSFBT BSF SFMBUFE UP EJSU
BOE TNFMM JTTVFT %VF UP UIJT QSPCMFN UIFZ BSF JTPMBUFE
JO UIJT NPEVMF BOE TIBSF TQBDF POMZ XJUI TUPXBHF UFDI
OJDBM FRVJQNFOU BOE &$-44 ɩF SFNBJOJOH TQBDF JO
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'ĚĘĦģĖ ǻ #SBWF JOUFSOBM WJFX 'ĚĘĦģĖ Ǽ $PNQBOJPO JOUFSOBM WJFX
'ĚĘĦģĖ ǽ 5PSUVHB
$PNQBOJPO JT BO PQFO TQBDF XIJDI QSPWJEFT BDDFTT UP
0SJPO UIF $VQPMB BOE PUIFS QPTTJCMF NPEVMFT
5PSUVHB ɩF JOUFSJPS PG 5PSUVHB JT PSHBOJ[FE BT B TJO
HMF PQFO TQBDF ɩF POMZ TFQBSBUJPOT BSF XBMMQBOFMT GPS
UIF QSJWBUF MFJTVSF BSFBT BOE BO PQFOXPSL inPPSw TFQ
BSBUJOH UPQ TUPSF GSPN MPXFS TUPSF  "DDPSEJOH UP UIF
#JHFMPX # JOnBUBCMF NPEVMF TZTUFN TQFDJmDBUJPO
BMPOH UIF NBJO BYJT PG UIF NPEVMF UIFSF JT B DPSF VTFE
JO 5PSUVHB UP IPME UIF UFDIOJDBM FRVJQNFOU  ɩF BDDFTT
QBUIT UP FWFSZ QBSU PG UIF NPEVMF MFBE BSPVOE UIF DPSF
JO UXP USBOTJU TFHNFOUT EFUFSNJOFE CZ nPPST IPMFT ɩF
UPQ TUPSF JT VTFE GPS HSPVQ BDUJWJUJFT 	JU DPVME GPS FYBN
QMF IPME B TFDPOE HBMMFZ JG UIF OVNCFS PG DSFXNFNCFST
XFSF UP JODSFBTF
 MFJTVSF BOE FOUFSUBJONFOU BOE UP UFMF
PQFSBUF FRVJQNFOU PO UIF TVSGBDF PG UIF.PPO ɩF SFTU
PG UIF TQBDF JT VTFE GPS UIF TUPSBHF PG UIF FYPTLFMFUPO BOE
UIF FRVJQNFOU SFRVJSFE GPS )VNBO3PCPUJD PQFSBUJPOT
PO UIF MVOBS TVSGBDF 	'JHVSF  BOE 4FDUJPO 
 ɩF MPXFS
TUPSF JT EFTJHOFE GPS QSJWBUF RVBSUFST BOE TUPSBHF 1FS
TPOBM BSFBT BSF MPDBUFE BU UIF FOET PG UIF NPEVMF ɩFZ
BSF JTPMBUFE GSPN TIBSFE TQBDF XJUI TNBMM TUPSBHFCBHT
DPWFSJOH XBMMT
 &$-44
ɩF &$-44 PG )01& NVTU CF BCMF UP
 DPOUSPM UFNQFSBUVSF QSFTTVSF IVNJEJUZ BOE WFOUJ
MBUJPO
 SFWJUBMJ[F UIF BUNPTQIFSF 	SFNPWBM PG DBSCPO EJPY
JEF NPOJUPSJOH PG PYZHFO BOE PUIFS HBTFT MFWFM
WFOUJMBUJPO

 SFDPWFS BOE NBOBHF XBUFS BOE XBTUF
 HVBSBOUFF UIF TBGFUZ PG UIF DSFX 	SBEJBUJPO TIJFME
JOH mSF EFUFDUJPO

 HVBSBOUFF QIZTJDBM BOE QTZDIPMPHJDBM TVQQPSU
"MM UIFTF DBQBCJMJUJFT NVTU CF QFSGPSNFE GPS UIF FO
UJSF EVSBUJPO PG UIF NJTTJPO XJUIPVU GBJMVSFT ɩVT UIF
&$-44 IBT UP QSPWJEF TFSWJDF GPS  EBZT 	UIBU JT NJT
TJPO UJNF NVMUJQMJFE CZ B TBGFUZ GBDUPS PG 
 'VSUIFS
NPSF UIF TZTUFN IBT UP CF BWBJMBCMF UP CF VTFE JO GV
UVSF NJTTJPOT *O PSEFS UP TBUJTGZ UIFTF QPJOUT B TZTUFN
CBTFE PO UIF UIF *44 &$-44 JT VTFE GPS )01& "Q
QSPQSJBUF NPEJmDBUJPO OFFET UP CF BQQMJFE UP UIF *44
&$-44 JO PSEFS UP BDDPVOU GPS UIF EJĊFSFOU SBEJBUJWF
FOWJSPONFOU 	BCTFODF PG UIF &BSUIT NBHOFUJD mFME QSP
UFDUJPO
 BOE UP JOUSPEVDF OFX UFDIOPMPHJFT 'VSUIFS
NPSF UIF MPOHFS SFTVQQMZ UJNFT GPS B TUBUJPO JO &.-
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'ĚĘĦģĖ Ǿ 5PSUVHB JOUFSOBM WJFX
XJUI SFTQFDU UP B TUBUJPO JO -PX &BSUI 0SCJU IBWF UP CF
DPOTJEFSFE ɩFSFGPSF B OFX HFOFSBUJPO PG JUFNT EF
TJHOFE GPS MPOH EFFQ TQBDF NJTTJPO BSF OFDFTTBSZ " LFZ
GFBUVSF PG UIF &$-44 PG )01& JT UIF DBQBCJMJUZ PG SF
DZDMJOH B IJHI QFSDFOUBHF PG XBTUF TP BT UP NBLF UIF
TUBUJPO BMNPTU BVUPOPNPVT BOE UP SFEVDF UIF OVNCFS
PG SFTVQQMZ NJTTJPOT *O UIF GPMMPXJOH B MJTU PG UIF NBJO
&$-44 DPNQPOFOUT JT HJWFO <>
8BUFS SFDMBNBUJPO TZTUFN ɩJT JT B LFZ FMFNFOU PG
UIF &$-44 PG )01& *U QSPWJEFT DMFBO XBUFS CZ SF
DMBJNJOH XBTUFXBUFS 	DSFXNFNCFS VSJOF BOE IVNJE
JUZ DPOEFOTBUF
 <> #Z EPJOH TP UIF NBTT PG XBUFS
BOE DPOTVNBCMFT UIBU XPVME OFFE UP CF MBVODIFE GSPN
&BSUI DBO CF HSFBUMZ SFEVDFE ɩF TZTUFN XPSLT CZ SF
DMZJOH QSFUSFUFE VSJOF BOE nVTI XBUFS DPNJOH GSPN UIF
8BTUF BOE)ZHJFOF $PNQBSUNFOUT UP QSPEVDF QVSJmFE
XBUFS VTJOH UIF 6SJOF 1SPDFTTPS "TTFNCMZ 	61"
 *O
BEEJUJPO UIF 8BUFS 1SPDFTTJOH "TTFNCMZ 	81"
 QSP
DFTTFT 61" EJTUJMMBUF BOE QSPEVDFT JPEJOBUFE XBUFS EF
MJWFSFE UISPVHI B QPUBCMF XBUFS CVT UP UIF 0YZHFO (FO
FSBUJPO 4ZTUFN
0YZHFO HFOFSBUJPO TZTUFN ɩF 0YZHFO (FOFSBUJPO
4ZTUFN 	0(4
 QSPEVDFT PYZHFO GPS CSFBUIJOH BJS GPS
UIF DSFX BOE UP SFQMBDF UIF PYZHFO MPTU EVSJOH BJSMPDL
EFQSFTTVSJ[BUJPO BOE DBSCPO EJPYJEF WFOUJOH PS EVF UP
NPEVMF MFBLBHF <> ɩF 0(4 VTFT XBUFS GSPN UIF
81" JU FMFDUSPMZTFT UIF XBUFS UP QSPEVDF PYZHFO 	EF
MJWFSFE UP UIF DBCJO BUNPTQIFSF
 BOE IZESPHFO 	WFOUFE
PWFSCPBSE PS VTFE CZ UIF $BSCPO EJPYJEF SFNPWBM BT
TFNCMZ
 *O BEEJUJPO TUPSBHF UBOLT TZTUFN GPS UIF PYZ
HFO BOE OJUSPHFO HBTFT BSF MPDBUFE PO UIF "JSMPDL UP
DPNQFOTBUF GPS MFBL JO UIF TZTUFN
$BSCPO EJPYJEF SFNPWBM BTTFNCMZ 	$%3"
 ɩJT
TZTUFN JT EFTJHOFE UP SFNPWF DBSCPO EJPYJEF GSPN UIF
TQBDF TUBUJPO *U XPSLT CZ DBVTJOH UIF IZESPHFO QSP
EVDFE CZ UIF 0(4 UP SFBDU XJUI UIF DBSCPO EJPYJEF SF
NPWFE GSPN UIF DBCJO BUNPTQIFSF UP QSPEVDF XBUFS BOE
NFUIBOF <> %VF UP UIF MBDL PG FYQFSJFODF JO NBO
BHJOH BOE TUPSJOH TBGFMZ NFUIBOF POCPBSE NFUIBOF JT
FKFDUFE GSPN UIF TUBUJPO ɩFXBUFS QSPEVDFE JO UIF QSP
DFTT JT JOTUFBE GFE UP UIF 81" GPS QSPDFTTJOH " OVN
CFS PG MJUIJVNIZESPYJEF DBOJTUFST BSF BWBJMBCMF POPSCJU
UP TVQQPSU DBSCPO EJPYJEF SFNPWBM JO DBTF PG DPNQMFUF
$%3" GBJMVSF
1SFTTVSF UFNQFSBUVSF BOE IVNJEJUZ DPOUSPM &BDI
NPEVMF PG )01& JT FRVJQQFE XJUI B GBO BOE XJUI IFBU
FYDIBOHFS BOE QSFTTVSF TFOTPST MJOLFE UP UBOLT UP DPOUSPM
UFNQFSBUVSF IVNJEJUZ BOE QSFTTVSF JOTJEF UIF TUBUJPO
"JS $POUBNJOBUJPO $POUSPM 	"$$
 ɩJT TZTUFN JT
DPNQPTFE PG B 5SBDF $POUBNJOBOUT $POUSPM "TTFNCMZ
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 BOE B .BKPS $POTUJUVFOU "OBMZTFS 	.$"

<> ɩF 5$$" DIFDLT UIF DBCJO BJS GPS DPODFOUSB
UJPO PG USBDF DPOUBNJOBOUT JU EPFT TP CZ VTJOH B DIBS
DPBM CFE 	GPS UIF SFNPWBM PG IJHI NPMFDVMBS XFJHIU DPO
UBNJOBOUT
 B IJHI UFNQFSBUVSF DBUBMZUJD PYJEJ[FS 	GPS
MPX NPMFDVMBS XFJHIU DPOUBNJOBOUT
 BOE B MJUIJVN
IZESPYJEF TPSCJOH CFE <> ɩF .$" JT B NBTT TQFD
USPNFUFS JU JT VTFE UP NPOJUPS UIF QBSUJBM QSFTTVSFT PG
PYZHFO DBSCPO EJPYJEF IZESPHFO NFUIBOF OJUSPHFO
BOE XBUFS WBQPVS JO UIF BUNPTQIFSF PG UIF DBCJO <>
 1SJWBUF 4FDUPS *OWPMWFNFOU
ɩF FNFSHFODF BOE SBQJE HSPXUI PG QSJWBUF DPNQBOJFT
JOUP UIF TQBDF TFDUPS IBT TIPXO UIBU UIFSF JT B TJHOJmDBOU
PQQPSUVOJUZ GPS GVSUIFS FYQBOTJPO 4QBDF9 JT B DMFBS FY
BNQMF PG TVDDFTTGVM QSJWBUF TFDUPS DPPQFSBUJPOXJUI TQBDF
BHFODJFT #JHFMPX "FSPTQBDF BSF BMTP GPSHJOH SFMBUJPO
TIJQT XJUI USBEJUJPOBM TQBDF FYQMPSBUJPO VTJOH UIF *44 UP
UFTU UIFJS UFDIOPMPHJFT ɩF *44 QJPOFFSFENVMUJOBUJPOBM
DPPQFSBUJPO JO TQBDF FYQMPSBUJPO UIF OFYU TUFQ JT UIF GVS
UIFS JOUFHSBUJPO PG UIF QSJWBUF TFDUPS )01& QSPWJEFT B
QFSGFDU TUFQQJOH TUPOF GPS UIJT DPPQFSBUJPO *U JT B QSPW
JOH HSPVOE GPS QSJWBUF TFDUPS QSPQSJFUBSZ UFDIOPMPHJFT
XIJDI OPU POMZ SFRVJSF UFTUJOH CVU BMTP CFOFmU GSPN UIF
FYUFOTJWF FYQFSJFODF PG TQBDF BHFODJFT 'VSUIFSNPSF
UIF BTTPDJBUJPO XJUI USVTUFE TQBDF BHFODJFT XJMM HJWF QSJ
WBUF DPNQBOJFT BOE UIFJS UFDIOPMPHJFT B MFWFM PG SFDPH
OJUJPO UIFZ XPVME PUIFSXJTF CF VOBCMF UP BDIJFWF ɩF
QSJWBUF TFDUPS BSF DPOTUBOUMZ TFFLJOH OFX BSFBT UP FYQBOE
UIFJS PQFSBUJPOT BOE)01& DBO QSPWJEF BO PQQPSUVOJUZ
GPS DPPQFSBUJPO
 -BOEFST
*O PSEFS UP SFBMJ[F UIF PCKFDUJWFT PG UIF NJTTJPO UISFF
MBOEFST BSF SFRVJSFE POF GPS FBDI PG UIF MBOEJOH TJUFT
EFmOFE JO 4FDUJPO  ɩF mSTU MBOEFS -B 1JOUB EFMJWFST
/P[PNJ B DPOTUSVDUJPO SPWFS BOE .FTTBHHFSP B IV
NBOPJE SPWFS UP UIF OPSUI SFHJPO PG UIF 4DISPEJOHFS
$SBUFS ɩF TFDPOE MBOEFS -B /J×B EFMJWFST 0LUBHPO
 BO XIFFMT TDJFOUJmD SPWFS UP UIF FBTU SFHJPO PG UIF
4DISPEJOHFS $SBUFS ɩF UIJSE MBOEFS -B 4BOUB .BSJB
EFMJWFST 0LUBHPO  UIF TFDPOE XIFFMT TDJFOUJmD SPWFS
UP UIF %BFEBMVT $SBUFS
%VF UP UIF OBUVSF PG UIF NJTTJPO UIF MBOEFST IBWF
UP QSPWJEF IJHI BVUPOPNPVT MBOEJOH BDDVSBDZ BOE BV
UPOPNPVT )B[BSE %FUFDUJPO BOE "WPJEBODF 	)%"

"DDPSEJOH UP <> BOE UP UIF MBOEFS UZQFT DBUFHPSJ[B
UJPO HJWFO CZ <> UIF CFTU MBOEFS UZQF UP QSPWJEF IJHI
BDDVSBDZ BOE TPGU MBOEJOH GPS VOLOPXO UFSSBJO JT UIF
MFHHFE MBOEFS UZQF UIFSFGPSF UIJT IBT CFFO DIPTFO BT BT
UIF CBTFMJOF GPS UIF MBOEFST PG )&$"5&
ɩF CBTFMJOF TUSVDUVSF CVT GPS UIF MBOEFS CPEZ JT B UZQ
JDBM PDUBHPOBM QBMMFU MBOEFS XJUI GPVS MFHT UIBU JODPSQP
SBUF DSVTIBCMF IPOFZDPNC GPS TIPDL BUUFOVBUJPO BGUFS
UIF UPVDIEPXO ɩF FMFDUSPOJD TZTUFNT BSF QMBDFE UP
HFUIFS XJUI UIF UIFSNBM DPOUSPM TVCTZTUFN BU UIF TJEF PG
UIF MBOEFS ɩF SPWFST BSF BUUBDIFE UP B EFQMPZBCMF SBNQ
BOE TFDVSFE XJUIJO UIF MBOEFS CZ QZSPUFDIOJD CPMUT ɩF
SPWFST BSF EFQMPZFE UP UIF MVOBS TVSGBDF CZ UIF EFQMPZBCMF
SBNQ UIBU VOGPMET BOE MPXFST TPGUMZ UP UIF MVOBS TVSGBDF
BGUFS UIF EJTDIBSHF PG UIF QZSPUFDIOJD CPMUT "MM UIF
MBOEFST DPOTJTU PG B -VOBS %FTDFOU .PEVMF 	-%.
 -B
1JOUB BOE -B /J×B BMTP DBSSZ B -VOBS "TDFOU .PEVMF
	-".
 XIJDI JODMVEFT UIF TBNQMF SFUVSO DBQTVMF 5B
CMF  TIPXT QSFMJNJOBSZ FTUJNBUJPO PG UIF NBTT CVEHFU
GPS BMM PG UIF MBOEFST BTTVNJOH B ∆V GPS MVOBS MBOEJOH PG
 LNT <>
ɩF QSPQVMTJPO NBLFT VTF PG B MJRVJE CJQSPQFMMBOU
/0..) EJWJEFE BNPOH UXP UBOLT GPS UIF GVFM
BOE GPVS UBOLT GPS UIF PYJEJ[FS GPS -B 1JOUB BOE -B/J×B
BOE POF GVFM UBOL BOE POF PYJEJ[FS UBOL GPS -B 4BOUB
.BSJB ɩF.BJO &OHJOF "TTFNCMZ 	.&"
 JT NPVOUFE
BU UIF CPUUPN PG UIF MBOEFS BOE BMJHOFE TZNNFUSJDBMMZ TP
UIF UISVTU WFDUPS SVOT UISPVHI UIF DFOUFS PG HSBWJUZ ɩF
UPUBM UISVTU MFWFM JO WBDVVN QSPWJEFE CZ UIF .&" BOE
UIF OVNCFS PG DMVTUFSFE UISVTUFST PG FBDI PG UIF MBOEFS
BSF  L/ 	 L/ Y 
 GPS -B 1JOUB  L/ 	 L/ Y 

GPS -B /J×B BOE  L/ 	 L/ Y 
 GPS -B 4BOUB .BSJB
)FMJVN HBT JT VTFE BT TVQQSFTTBOU
 3PWFST
.JTTJPO )&$"5& MBOET GPVS WFIJDMFT PO UIF TVSGBDF
PG UIF .PPO .FTTBHHFSP 0LUBHPO  0LUBHPO  BOE
/P[PNJ
ɩFSF BSF UXP NBJO GBDUPST UIBU JOnVFODF UIF WFIJDMF
EFTJHO DIPJDF MVOBS SFHPMJUI BOE MVOBS HSBWJUZ 	BCPVU
POF TJYUI PG &BSUIT HSBWJUBUJPOBM BDDFMFSBUJPO
 -VOBS
SFHPMJUI JT UIF MBZFS PG MPPTF NBUFSJBM DPWFSJOH UIF TVS
GBDF PG UIF .PPO JU DBVTFT DIBMMFOHJOH ESJWJOH DPOEJ
UJPOT *U JODMVEFT HMBTTZ TQIFSPJEBM QBSUJDMFT XIJDI BSF
ESPQT PG NFMUFE MVOBS NBUFSJBM GPSNFE GSPN NFUFPSJUF
JNQBDUT <> ɩF TQIFSPJEBM OBUVSF PG UIF QBSUJDMFT SF
EVDFT UIF GSJDUJPO CZ NBLJOH TMJQQJOH FBTJFS 5P PWFS
DPNF UIJT QSPCMFN DBSFGVM BUUFOUJPO IBT UP CF QBJE UP
UIF USFBE PO UIF UZSFT *U TIPVME NBYJNJTF UIF HSJQ BOE
GSJDUJPO UP SFEVDF TMJQ XIFO ESJWF JT BQQMJFE <> ɩF
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5PUBM QBZMPBE NBTT  5PUBM QBZMPBE NBTT  5PUBM QBZMPBE NBTT 
 /P[PNJ   0LUBHPO    0LUBHPO  
 .FTTBHHFSP   "TDFOE NPEVMF   5FMFTDPQF 
 "TDFOE NPEVMF 
5ĒēĝĖ ǽ .BTT CSFBLEPXO GPS UIF MBOEFST 	NBTTFT BSF JO LH

QPSPTJUZ PG UIF TPJM JT BOPUIFS JOUFSFTUJOH MVOBS QSPQFSUZ
%VF UP UIF TNBMM HSBWJUBUJPOBM BDDFMFSBUJPO JU JT VOMJLFMZ
GPS UIF QBSUJDMFT UP GPSN B EFOTF TUSVDUVSF
*O UIF GPMMPXJOH TVCTFDUJPOT UIF EFTJHO PG UIF
i.00/w SPWFST SFBMJ[FE UBLJOH JOUP BDDPVOU UIF FĊFDU
EFTDSJCFE BCPWF JT EFTDSJCFE
 &YQMPSBUJPO 3PWFST  0LUBHPO  BOE 
ɩF XIFFMT PG UIF MVOBS SPWFST -VOPLIPET <> BOE
-37 <> XFSF NBEF GSPN NFUBM NFTI BOE IBE
GBWPVSBCMF DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT XIFO VTFE PO MVOBS TPJM
ɩF i.00/w SPWFST VTFT TJNJMBS XIFFMT UP UIPTF
PG -VOPLIPET 5P NJOJNJTF TVSGBDF QSFTTVSF UIFSF
BSF UXP PQUJPOT NBOZ TNBMM XIFFMT 	B DIBSBDUFSJTUJD
TJNJMBS UP SPCPUT XJUI USBDLT
 PS B GFX MBSHF EJBNFUFS
XIFFMT <> 0LUBHPO  BOE 0LUBHPO  BSF &JHIU
8IFFMFE &YQMPSBUJPO 3PWFST 	&8&3
ɩF TVTQFOTJPO
PG UIJT LJOE PG SPWFS JT TJNJMBS UP UIBU PG -VOPLIPET
)PXFWFS UIFJS EFTJHO JNQSPWFT VQPO UIF PSJHJOBM
CZ JNQMFNFOUJOH QSPQFS UVSOJOH DBQBCJMJUZ JOTUFBE PG
SFMZJOH PO TLJETUFFSJOH ɩJT JT BDIJFWFE CZ IBWJOH GPVS
JOEFQFOEFOU CPHJFT FBDI XJUI UXP XIFFMT XIPTF SFMB
UJWF BOHMFT DBO CF DPOUSPMMFE *OEFQFOEFOU TVTQFOTJPO
JT EFTJSBCMF CFDBVTF XIFO UIF SPWFS JT UFMFPQFSBUFE UIF
VTFS PGUFO XBOUT UIF DBQBCJMJUZ UP ESJWF BU UIF NJOJNVN
TQFFE PG IVNBO XBMLJOH QBDF 	BQQSPYJNBUFMZ  LNI

ɩJT JT B SFMBUJWFMZ IJHI TQFFE GPS MVOBS MPDPNPUJPO
BOE HFOFSBUFT MPUT PG VOQSFEJDUBCMF EZOBNJD JNQBDUT
*OEFQFOEFOU TVTQFOTJPO JT CFUUFS BCMF UP BCTPSC UIFTF
JNQBDUT BOE GBDJMJUBUFT NPSF BDDVSBUF DPOUSPM PG UIF
SPWFS
%VSJOH UIF FYQMPSBUJPO WBSJPVT HSBEJFOUT PG UFSSBJO
BSF HPJOH UP CF FODPVOUFSFE &8&3 TIPVME CF DBQBCMF
PG USBWFSTJOH B TMPQF PG VQ UP  EFHSFFT TJODF UIF
TUBCJMJUZ EFQFOET PO UIF DFOUFS PG NBTT JU JT EFTJSBCMF
GPS CPUI SPWFST UP CF BT MPX UP UIF HSPVOE BT QPTTJCMF
ɩF SPWFST BSF FYQFDUFE UP SFUVSO TBNQMFT UP )01&
ɩFSFGPSF JU JT VOOFDFTTBSZ GPS UIFN UP IBWF NBOZ
POCPBSE UFTUJOH FRVJQNFOU UIVT SFEVDJOH UIF XFJHIU
BOE DPNQMFYJUZ PG UIF SPWFS ɩF FTUJNBUFE NBTT QFS
SPWFS JT  LH ɩF EFTJHO PG UIF SPWFST BDDPVOUT GPS
USBOTQPSUBUJPO CZ DPOTJEFSJOH UIF GPSN UBLFO XIFO JO
TUPSBHF " TJOHMF VTF NFDIBOJTN JT VTFE UP UBLF UIF
SPCPU GSPN B TNBMM TJ[F UP PQFSBUJPO NPEF CZ VTJOH B
NFDIBOJTN DPOTJTUJOH PG TQSJOHT BOE QBXMT PG TPMFOPJET
<>
ɩF UPSRVF SFRVJSFE UP ESJWF BOE UVSO UIF SPWFS JT
DBMDVMBUFE XJUI UIF FTUJNBUJPO UIBU 0LUBHPO OFFET UP
USBOTQPSU VQ UP  LH PG TBNQMFT $BMDVMBUJPOT IBWF
TIPXO UIBU UP NPWF BU TQFFET VQ UP 5 LNI FBDI
ESJWF OFFET BO BQQSPYJNBUF QPXFS PG 50 8 ɩFSFGPSF
UIF UPUBM QPXFS XIFO BMM FJHIU ESJWFT BSF BU NBYJNVN
JT 4008 5ZQJDBM TNBMM 3BEJPJTPUPQF ɩFSNPFMFDUSJD
(FOFSBUPST 	35(
 DBO QSPEVDF 1200 8IEBZ <>
35(T BSF TVJUBCMF CFDBVTF UIF SPWFST BSF OPU QMBOOFE
UP CF JO UIF QSPYJNJUZ PG IVNBOT ɩBU NFBOT UIBU
XJUI NBYJNVN TBNQMF DBQBDJUZ PO UIF TUFFQFTU TMPQF
UIF SPCPU JT EFTJHOFE UP PQFSBUF GPS VQ UP UISFF IPVST
QFS EBZ ɩJT JT B XPSTU DBTF TDFOBSJP )PXFWFS
UIF POCPBSE ESJMM IBT TPNF QPXFS VTF XIFO UBLJOH
TBNQMFT TP UIF BNPVOU PG NBUFSJBM DPMMFDUFE BĊFDUT UIF
PQFSBUJPOBM UJNF PG UIF SPCPU
 )VNBOPJE 3PWFS .FTTBHHFSP
.FTTBHHFSP JT B IVNBOPJE SPWFS &YBNQMFT PG FYJTUJOH
IVNBOPJE NPVOUFE SPWFST JODMVEF &4"T $FOUBVS <>
BOE /"4"T 3PCPOBVU <> 3PCPOBVU JT VOMJLF PUIFS
TQBDF SPCPUJD TZTUFNT JO UIBU JU JT EFTJHOFE GPS UBTLT SF
RVJSJOH EFYUFSJUZ OPU UP NPWF CVMLZ PCKFDUT *UT IV
NBOPJE TIBQF BMMPXT JU UP VTF UPPMT EFTJHOFE GPS IV
NBO BTUSPOBVUT BMMPXJOH JU UP XPSL TJEF CZ TJEF XJUI
JUT PSHBOJD DPVOUFSQBSUT ɩF UPSTP DBO CF BUUBDIFE UP B
XIFFMFE QMBUGPSN TVDI BT $FOUBVS  UP BMMPX NPWFNFOU
PWFS MPOH EJTUBODFT &4"T $FOUBVS TIBSFT UIF TBNF
OBNF BT UIF XIFFMFE QMBUGPSN CVU JT BO FOUJSFMZ TFQB
 %0* [FOPEP
)VNBO &YQMPSBUJPO PG $JT-VOBS 4QBDF WJB "TTFUT 5FMF0QFSBUFE GSPN &.- 	)&$"5&

SBUF QSPKFDU *U JT BMTP DBQBCMF PG IJHI QSFDJTJPO UBTLT
ɩJT IVNBO SPCPUJD JOUFSBDUJPO JT TFFO BT B WJUBM QBSU PG
PG TQBDF FYQMPSBUJPO GPS MPOH UFSN QSPKFDUT
 $POTUSVDUJPO 3PWFS  /P[PNJ
3FDFOUMZ &4" IBT QSPQPTFE DPOTUSVDUJOH B CBTF XJUI MV
OBS TPJM PO UIF .PPO <> ɩF iQSJOUFSw DPOTJTUT PG B
SPCPU UIBU BDRVJSFT MVOBS SFHPMJUI BOE DPOWFSUT JU JOUP B
NBUFSJBM TVJUBCMF GPS POCPBSE OP[[MFT UP QSJOU XJUI *U
EPFT UIJT CZ QMBDJOH MBZFS VQPO MBZFS PWFS B MPOH QFSJPE
PG UJNF TMPXMZ CVJMEJOH UIF EFTJSFE TUSVDUVSF
ɩF UFDIOPMPHZ OFFEFE UP CVJME TUSVDUVSFT VTJOH BE
EJUJWF NBOVGBDUVSJOH JO B OPOUFSSFTUSJBM FOWJSPONFOU
JT TUJMM JO JUT JOGBODZ XJUI NVDI GVSUIFS EFWFMPQNFOU
OFFEFE 'PS )&$"5& JU JT QSPQPTFE UIBU B QSPUP
UZQF DPOTUSVDUJPO SPCPU /P[PNJ JT EFQMPZFE BT BO FBSMZ
TUBHF GFBTJCJMJUZ UFTU
 )VNBO3PCPUJD *OUFSBDUJPO
5P BDIJFWF)&$"5&NJTTJPO HPBMT IVNBOSPCPUJD JO
UFSBDUJPO IBSEXBSF BOE TPGUXBSF BSF BWBJMBCMF UP UIF BT
USPOBVUT JOTJEF)01&"MM SPCPUT QBSU PG UIF)&$"5&
NJTTJPO BSF EFTJHOFE UP CF BVUPOPNPVT BOE DBQBCMF PG
PQFSBUJOH PO UIFJS PXO )PXFWFS BU UJNFT JU NBZ CF
CFOFmDJBM GPS B IVNBO PQFSBUPS UP UBLF DPOUSPM UISPVHI
B UFMFPQFSBUJPO BOE IVNBOSPCPUJD JOUFSBDUJPO 'PS FY
BNQMF B DPMMFDUJPO PG SPDLT IBWF CFFO GPVOE CVU UIF QBZ
MPBE DBQBDJUZ PG UIF SPCPU JT TVDI UIBU POMZ POF DBO CF
DBSSJFE
"SUJmDJBM JOUFMMJHFODF JT QSPHSFTTJOH CVU DVSSFOUMZ B
USBJOFE IVNBO IBT B CFUUFS VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG DPNQMJ
DBUFE TDFOBSJPT XIFSF B XJEF WBSJFUZ PG UBTLT NVTU CF
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